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A Community Association membership is a great way to support your community.

Thanks to our awesome Hall Manager and volunteer Directors, we have managed

to successfully navigate the worst of the pandemic. We are all adapting to the new

environment and protocols created by the ongoing pandemic. Hall rentals have

resumed, and revenue is beginning to pick up again. [Renters are required to follow

all AHS COVID protocols.] Many groups are back in the Hall and we hope to see

even more in 2022. 

Recently we conducted two board meetings back in the West Hall. We are slowly

resuming pre-COVID activities with a post-COVID twist. (Everyone is fully

vaccinated, and we wear masks.) It is great to be meeting in person again and

enjoying lively discussions. Zoom certainly helped to bridge the gap but it’s never as

good as meeting in person. 

There will be some changes to the rink activity this coming winter. (See Temporary

Change to Rink) Two things have had a significant impact on our ability to operate

two rinks. First, a theft which left us without tools to do the necessary

maintenance work on the boarded rink. And second, volunteers. Previously we had

some excellent volunteers who assisted Greg with making ice and clearing snow.

Unfortunately, they have all moved and until we get new recruits to step up and

help with making ice and clearing snow, we will be short-handed. If you would like

to volunteer, please email southviewyyc@gmail.com [subject line: rink volunteer]

Stay tuned to our Facebook and Instagram pages for activities and events in the

new year. If you have any suggestions for programs or activities that you would

like to see in the community, please email them to southviewyyc@gmail.com

[subject line: programming ideas]

Wishing you all a safe and happy holiday season,

Wendy Whitehouse
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MISSION STATEMENT 
The Southview Community
Association is committed to
creating "community' and

enhancing quality of life by
providing opportunities for

socialization, recreation, and
communication for residents and

friends of the community.
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TIME ON YOUR HANDS? 
Lend your skills,
talents and
enthusiasm to
Southview to
enhance our
programs, events,
and the fiscal
strength of our
community.

Email your interest
southviewyyc@gmail.com
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STREET 
BEAT
THIEVES ARE HAPPY
TO SHOP YOUR CAR

Hide your valuables out of sight or
take them with you. 
Take garage openers out of your
vehicle. 
Thieves also enjoy driving a warm
vehicle. Lock your car when left
running.
Use your car starter or take the keys
with you.
If they can see it - they can steal it.

The Season of Gifting
As the weather gets colder and our
schedules get busier... it is tempting to
leave parcels in the car while visiting,
shopping, or perhaps when parked for the
night.  Thieves will happily take advantage
of our forgetfulness and expect to find
holiday gifts and more!
 
REMINDER

Note: some newer cars have trunk
releases in them; lock the trunk release
when you park your car. Thieves can
break a window in your car, press the
trunk release and now they have access to
valuables left in trunk.
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BY PAULA TIMM

SOUTHVIEW COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION DIRECTOR

DOAP TEAM
 Report Alcohol/Drug Activity

 
Encampment Team

 Report Homeless
403-805-7388

403-266-1234

403-998-7388

Police Non Emergency 
Report Property Crime

COMMUNITY ACTION NUMBERS

211

311

811

911

Community & Social Services

Report City Related Issue

 Talk to Healthcare Professional

Police, Fire, or Ambulance

If you would prefer to receive 'The Pulse' Newsletter to your doorstep - please contact 
phone 403-272-1407  email southviewyyyc@gmail.com 

Southview newsletter
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For More Information:
Contact Fred

fsloan@shaw.ca

SOUTHVIEW DANCE
CLUB SOCIETY

CRIB CLUB

For More Information:
Contact Barb 

bshelvey@shaw.ca
403-803-3012

SUNDAYS

THURSDAYS

POKER NIGHT

For More Information:
Contact Barb

bshelvey@shaw.ca
403-803-3012

THURSDAYS

POKER NIGHT

For More Information:
Contact Barb

bshelvey@shaw.ca
403-803-3012
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The PulseThe Pulse
Events Are Back!

with COVID-19 considerations to keep us all safe! 

Send email:     southviewyyc@gmail.com      Subject: Celebrate

We are in a season of celebration
for so many cultures and religious
celebrations. Many of us are missing
our connection to family and
friends. 
Send us your photos of special
scenes from our beautiful
community. We'd love to see how
you are celebrating this season...and
share to Southview social media. 

SO MANY WAYS TO CELEBRATE

We look forward to a new calendar year filled with connection and community. 

mailto:fsloan@shaw.ca
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If you’re showing symptoms or feeling unwell

If you are a close contact of someone who has tested positive or are waiting for test

results for COVID-19

In seating areas, around fire pits and in high-traffic areas.

From the parking lot to the skating rink

When putting skates on or taking them off

On the ice

Follow all current Public Health Orders

Avoid crowded areas

Maintain physical distancing whenever possible

Wear a face covering where it’s difficult to stay 2m away from others, 

Don’t gather or loiter in parking areas

Wash your hands with soap and water before, during and after your activity

Avoid touching your eyes, nose, mouth and face

Cover coughs and sneezes in a tissue or your elbow

Carry and use your own hand sanitizer

Bring your own water bottle as there will be no access to a water fountain

Stay home and away from others

Masks and face coverings

At our outdoor skating rinks, you should wear a mask where it could be difficult to maintain

a 2m distance from people outside of your household. For example, masks can be worn:

How you and your household can stay safe

     even when you’re outside

Since these guidelines change please check the AHS website, City of Calgary website 

The Southview Community outdoor rinks are going to look a bit different
with only one rink available to skate on.  The hockey rink requires
significant and costly maintenance in order to have it open to the public
this year. The Community Association is focusing our slim resources (both
capital and manpower) to apply for a grant in order to revitalize our
hockey rink.

We are grateful to share that we will still maintain the pleasure ice for the
2021/22 winter season. This ice is made possible by the dedicated
volunteer and community member Greg Bonson. Greg will typically spend
20hr/wk to ensure that ice is skate-ready so that we may all enjoy the
long winter months.  

Our outdoor skating ice has boosted the quality of life in our community.
It brings people together - it is FREE and FUN! In order to continue, we
need your help. The biggest job we have is to make ice and remove snow
throughout the season. We will show you the ropes and share in the pride!

To Sign-up:  southviewyyc@gmail.com  Subject Line: Rink Volunteer
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TEMPORARY CHANGE TO RINK 
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Community members
using the rinks are
asked to follow the
AHS and City of
Calgary guidelines. 

See below list of  
COVID-19 Health
and Safety - Outdoor
skating rinks

https://www.alberta.ca/covid-19-testing-in-alberta.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/covid-19-orders-and-legislation.aspx#toc-0


Check out the video on our social and share it with pride!

We have a beautiful promotional video of Southview and all that it has to offer to community members
and citizens of Calgary and area. The video captures our spirit, community events, business and
walkability to the surrounding attractions and businesses of East Calgary. 

Our sincere gratitude and thanks to Jean Darius, outgoing Vie-President and community member of
Southview for this video! 

Jean owns and operates KPI Staffing and we couldn't be more grateful for their generosity in the
production of this video.  visit www.kpistaffing.ca 

SHOUTOUT FROM SOUTHVIEW'S TREETOPS
TO KPI STAFFING
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We are fortunate to enjoy another year with a late snowfall which
means we are still seeing leaves blow through our yards with each

gust of wind. 
 

Did you know it's okay to leave the leaves? 
Leaves and sticks are a natural habitat for our backyard bugs and

bees. They hibernate through winter, lay eggs in the leaves, and
feed on and under the leaves and twigs. 

 
By providing a leafy habitat, we can increase the population of

beneficial insects for the gardening and pollinating season. 
 

 If you have some undesirable critters causing harm to a tree, you
may want to bag these leaves for your compost bin.

 
So if you need extra permission to leave some leaves...
 you are doing a great thing for generations to come.

LEAVE THE LEAVES!

CART
PLACEMENT
REMINDER 
MICHELLE DIAS 
WASTE EDUCATOR 
CITY OF CALGARY
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Gratitude and a Big Thank You to
the Calgary Eastport Lions Club!

Their very generous donation will
go a long way to assist the
Southview Community Association
in recovering from our recent
losses. Their donation will help us
to keep the pleasure skating rink
operational this winter.

The Calgary Easport Lions Club has
been active in East Calgary and in
the Greater Forest Lawn Area for
many years. They actively serve the
community in many different ways
and we are grateful to have their
support.

GRATITUDE TO LIONSCLUB 

Your advertisement could go here!

See last page for details and contact info.

SVCA Director Greg Bonsan, SVCA
Treasurer Matthew Kohut, SVCA President
Wendy Whitehouse recieving and holding
the $5,000 cheque from Calgary's Eastport
Lions Club representatives.

SVCA Director Greg Bonsan, SVCA Treasurer Matthew
Kohut, 

SVCA President Wendy Whitehouse, 
and representative Patricia Alenius from Eastport Lions Club

presenting the $5000 cheque !



CALGARY SKATING RINK SUPPLIES STOLEN

Greg, the most dedicated volunteer and ice keeper to local community association in Southview. This rink
has been well loved and a beacon of light and hope for all of Calgary during the long winter months,
bringing friends and family together for good old fashioned - free - community fun. Greg used his own tools
and resources to maintain the ice. On top of his two jobs, Greg volunteers over 20 hours a week to creating
and maintaining the ice that has become the heart and soul of his community- that's even drawn the
attention of the Calgary Flames!

Sadly, the community association was broken into and robbed on September 3, 2021. The majority of gear
belonged to Greg- and was the equipment required to fix, flood, and maintain the community's pleasure
skating rink and hockey rink. Along with this loss, Greg has lost the ability to maintain his newly purchased
home.

No tools means no ice. No ice means no Sunday family skates, no late night hockey games, no new
generation putting on blades for their first time, no outdoor living room to enjoy a bonfire and and hot
chocolate while we wait for the warmer days of spring.

This theft leaves a huge hole in Calgary. There is spectacular footage of the thieves, but the authorities have
been unable to recover the stolen goods. Insurance is fraught with pitfalls, the greatest hurdle, the tools
were the personal property of a volunteer, thus not covered. 

The Community Association will fundraise separately to purchase and create it’s own tools and equipment
to maintain and grow the ice rink. However we would really appreciate the community pitching in to help us
replace Greg’s stolen tools.

We cannot do it alone. Help us keep this Calgary winter institution- alive. 

Greg Bonsan's GO FUND ME link will be available on Southview IG, FB and our website:

 gofund.me/ee3f77b7
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ONE OFF VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED
Are you wanting to contribute to your community but
would prefer one project every two years?

We have just the thing! We are looking for a coordinator
for the City Community Clean-up and the Casino.

Both roles require your focus for a short project every
two years!

We have the whole project outlined... 
we just need you to oversee and coordinate.

Send your interest to southviewyyc@gmail.com 

ONE AND DONE?

GO FUND ME FUNDRAISER

https://t.co/7Rq3K96dVZ?amp=1
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CONNECTIONS

ONLINE
SOUTHVIEWYYC.COM 

HALL MANAGER
SHANNON KELSICK
403-272-1407
SVCARENTALS@GMAIL.COM

OR

BOOK YOUR NEXT EVENT OR HOST A MEETING 
AT OUR SPECTACULAR FACILITY!

INQUIRE + BOOK:

THE LOUNGE
Fits 60 people
$30/hour

BANQUET HALL
Fits 200 people

$700/day
 

Southview Community Hall transformed three rental
spaces for your events. Amenities include: Wi-Fi, audio
equipment, tables, chairs, large stage and a commercial
kitchen.

*Rooms easily connect enabling a total capacity of 310
people, if all three spaces are used.

KADILLAC ROOM
Fits 50 people $25/hour

 

WE ARE OPEN FOR BOOKING!!!
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BUSINESS

CARD

¼ PAGE

 ½ PAGE

FULL PAGE

 ½ PAGE

@SOUTHVIEWYYC @SOUTHVIEWYYC @SOUTHVIEW_YYC

WAYS TO GET IN TOUCH! 
2020-33 STREET SE    P  403-272-1407    E  SOUTHVIEWYYYC@GMAIL.COM     W  SOUTHVIEWYYC.COM

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS
Contributions from community members are welcome. The newsletter is published quarterly. 

SVCA publishes four issues per year: August, November, February & May

SUBMISSION DETAILS
Submit by: January 24 |  April 24 | July 24 | October 24

Contributions: Ideas for future newsletters, comments, articles, & photos.

Submit to: southviewyyc@gmail.com

 

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the authors and do not

necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the Southview Community Association Board
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CONNECTIONS

ADVERTISE WITH US

AD SIZE WIDTH HEIGHT RATIO 1 ISSUE 4 ISSUES

3 ½"

89mm

2"

51mm
1.715 $30 $105

3 ½"

89mm

4 ¾"

121mm
0.733 $65 $235

3 ½"

89mm

9 ½"

242mm
0.361 $90 $335

7"

178mm

4 ¾"

121mm
1.495 $90 $335

8"

203.2mm

10 ½"

266.7mm
1.715 $160 $615

or Drop off ideas/contributions to the Main Hall


